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NEW QUESTION: 1
The formula to calculate the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) is:
A. MAD = (sum of mean deviations / number of facts)
B. MAD = (sum of absolute deviations / number of average
forecasts)
C. MAD = (sum of absolute deviations / number of observations)
D. MAD = (sum of random deviations / number of average
observations)
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
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NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Which two statements about this configuration command sequence
with regards to the Cisco Nexus 5500 are true? (Choose two.)
A. It permits this node to form FCoE ISLs only with other nodes
configured for the same FC-MAP.
B. It configures this node to use FCID 0EFC2A to forward the
FDISC to when an endpoint is connected.
C. It reserves this FCID so only this node can use this FCID
when communicating with other Fiber Channel entities.
D. It configures this node to use 0EFC2A as the last 3bytes of
the FPMA.
E. It configures this node to use 0EFC2A as the first 3 bytes
of the FPMA.
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Visual
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A. 0

B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: C
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